SOURCE OF EAST RIVER
In New York, approximately 300 metres above sea level, on a wondrous plateau, the East
River gushes from the ground. This magic spot has risen to an international turntable, where
beings from all over the world mingle. Cultural values are transmitted here in a very special
way. This new multi-cultural basis opens new opportunities to humankind for a better
understanding of the facts of our time.
DECISION
This is it; the right time, the right place; it’s now or never.
Everything matches and fits – now you have to leap – you’ll be the victor.
The feeling is right, you grasped the situation.
Now I am happy. I am flying, full of happiness, and I see a clear future.
I have done it right.
THE SHOPPER
The African Honey Badger and the Tasmanian Devil are reputed to be among the most
ferocious animals - maliciously killing, bloodily fighting, cruelly struggling - even in their
mating habits.
The shopper is like a crossbreeding of these savage animals, for many a feature. The shopper
can hold supplies in various pouches about his body and his powerful arms can seize large
lumps of goods. A pair of eyes, in different height on the body, enables looking in all
directions individually, nothing is spared, absolutely nothing.
There is the greed …! Otherwise a friendly being.
CIRCLE OF LIFE
She was an ordinary girl with ordinary dreams .
She dreamt of luxury, culture, beauty, taste, pregnancy, cleanliness – and she knew she would
make it with the right partner…..she thought she had found…
MEET MR ATGET
I saw him, at last he was there, a man from another epoch; strange, mysterious, enigmatic.
As he nears I see him more clearly – somehow he is still different – he brings nothing I can
understand. His stories are boring, old-fashioned, dull – as is his time.
I search the spirit of the past, that would be alive in our time … that would influence us
without knowing. His time did not have it.
SECURITY FEELING
Brutal murders happen; cruel sects perpetrate horrifying ritual killings, crime is frequent and
widespread. The vigilant police corps efficiently deploy the countermeasures enacted by the
governments, thus repelling the threat. I feel safe and secure; I am at ease in this world.
CIRCUMSTANCES
In a moment I will reach everything ... I can change, destroy, embellish, possess ... I am very
close, my eyes facing it, nearer than ever, if only there were not the silly circumstances, that
hinder my visions and wishes, even literally destroy the whole dream; I am but a click away, I
could rule my environment ... if only ... !

